Doctoral Agreement

According to the UZH doctoral regulations of the Faculty of Science (MNF), (Promotionsverordnung, 31 January 2011, PVO Art. 17 and Doktoratsordnung, 13.12.2012, DO §11), the doctoral agreement has to be filed with the coordinator of the PhD program within 6 months after the matriculation as graduate student.

This doctoral agreement is concluded between the graduate student and the thesis committee. The doctorate committee consists of at least three experts specialized in a related field. Two of them must be entitled to award doctorates (Promotionsrecht) at the MNF (c.f. PVO Art. 16, DO §10).

Last / first name of student:

Last / first name of the supervisor:

Last / first name of the responsible faculty member: (if not identical with supervisor)

Last / first name of thesis committee member 1:
Institute: University:

Last / first name of thesis committee member 2:
Institute: University:

Last / first name of thesis committee member 3:
Institute: University:

Thesis committee meetings
According to PVO, art 15 para. 2, a progress meeting has to take place at least once every year between the doctoral candidate and the members of the committee. The result of this meeting is reported in writing to the coordinator of the PhD program. The doctoral candidate is asked to send the committee members and the program coordinator a proposal / research plan (1st meeting) or a progress report (subsequent meetings) prior to the meeting.
Admission requirements
Does the doctoral candidate have to fulfill admission requirements from the Dean’s office (i.e. additional courses to be attended for admission to the doctoral studies)?

Yes, the following requirements: ________________________________  No admission requirements

Curricular part
Have special agreements been made about the curricular part of the thesis in the context of the 12 ECTS points to be earned?  Yes  No

If yes, specify the agreements and the related ECTS points:

Teaching duties
Has the form "Planning teaching activities" (download here: http://www.biologie.uzh.ch/Studium/Doktorat.html) been submitted to the Academic Support Office ("Studienkoordination des Fachbereichs Biologie"), Division of Biology, Y13-J01?

Yes  No

Working title of the thesis

Outline of the PhD project
The outline includes a brief description of the PhD project, a list of expected milestones, and a succinct time plan
Signatures of thesis committee members and student

Date:

Names & Signatures: